SP4: Cognitive Software Engineering
Development Models
Software Engineering that fits humans
Humans play a large role in software engineering. Many of the obstacles in software
engineering stem from method assumptions that do not match how humans naturally work.
These obstacles grow as the development organization, its processes, and the software
itself increase in size and complexity. As software engineering methods make increased
use of automation and AI, it becomes even more important to consider the humans
involved. Few development models exist that would allow creating, assessing, evolving,
and improving software engineering methods to fit human characteristics better.
The area of human factors is also large and complex. This sub-project helps to make
sense of the area and apply expertise in the area to software engineering.
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Research Aims and Approach

Expected Outcomes

• WHAT: New types of software engineering
development models that consider human cognitive
and motivational strengths and limitations and that
integrate automation and AI with human work
• HOW:
- Provide solutions for human factors problems in
other sub-projects;
- Address specific human factors issues in case
organisations
• STAKEHOLDERS: Managers, Process owners,
Architects, Developers, Testers, HR

• Richer
and
more
flexible
software
engineering methods that take human
strengths and weaknesses into account
• Address limitations of current models
• Enable other sub-projects to utilise humanfocused software engineering to catalyse the
usefulness of their outcomes
• Enable case companies to directly address
human factors challenges and utilise humanfocused software engineering

SP5: LeaGile Organizational and
Team Interfaces
Achieving flexible and highperformance software development
Agile and Lean software development aim for flexible adaptation to changing market
conditions. However, scaling remains an issue as it is not possible to put all stakeholders of
a large software-intensive product or service development project into a single team. Team
interfaces and coordination is required. A further challenge is to design product delivery at
an early stage. DevOps approaches extend team cross-functionality to include operations,
but create additional needs for interfaces between teams and other organizational
functions.
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Research Approach

Planned Outcomes

• WHAT: Develop design methods for flexible, highperformance organisational interfaces and matching
architectural structures and coordination processes
• HOW:
- Utilise existing evidence on socio-technical
congruence and human factors
- Integration of AI techniques
- Case studies in companies
• STAKEHOLDERS: Software architects, Process
owners, Project management Software and DevOps
Engineers

• Means to achieve better alignment between
organizational structure, development process,
and software architecture
• Means to assess alignment
• Architectural and process transformations to
increase scalability
• Means to enhance coordination both by structural
transformations, human factors, and automation
(e.g. AI)

